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Abstract 
We investigate the problem of edge estimation i a two-region image in the setting of a fixed 
design regression model. The edge estimation problem is equivalent to estimating one of the 
plateau sets where the regression function is constant, and we define a global set-valued 
estimator by finding the partition which maximizes aweighted istance measure. An investiga- 
tion of the weak convergence of the random sets generated by this estimator shows that 
a properly scaled stochastic process in symmetric differences between estimated and true 
partitions converges in the limit to a set-indexed Brownian motion with drift in R e. 
Keywords: Boundary estimation; Brownian motion on [Re; Change-point; Discontinuity; Edge 
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1. Introduction 
We consider the problem of weak convergence for edge or boundary estimation in 
an image. The problem is discussed by modeling the image as a fixed design regression 
model under mild assumptions on the errors, where the regression function is assumed 
to make a jump from one constant to another constant when crossing the boundary. 
The constant levels define the "regions" of the image. 
A variety of proposals for boundary estimation have been investigated so far. An 
early analysis of this problem was undertaken by Brodskii and Dharkhovskii (1986). 
Carlstein and Krishnamoorthy (1992) for the first time considered a fully nonparamet- 
tic approach, and Rudemo and Stryhn (1994a, b) in a parametric ontext consider 
various aspects of the boundary estimation problem, including limit distributions for 
maximum likelihood estimators. Rudemo and Stryhn also provide interesting moti- 
vating examples. A recent review on these developments is given in Tsybakov (1994), 
with more background, in particular egarding minimax rates of convergence, being 
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provided in the comprehensive monograph of Korostelev and Tsybakov (1993), 
compare also Gideon, Prentice and Pyke (1989). Practical aspects in two-region 
images as well as consistency and rates of convergence have been discussed in Miiller 
and Song (1994), where in particular a "Cube Splitting" algorithm is proposed for the 
daunting numerical tasks involved. 
We are not aware of any general approach to analyze global weak convergence for 
this situation, which necessarily has to involve set-indexed processes as edges respec- 
tively boundaries are identified with the sets enclosed by them. For the univariate 
case, weak convergence ofchange-point related stochastic processes was investigated 
by Bhattacharya and Brockwell (1976), among others. 
We assume here that noisy measurements Y~.. of a regression function are taken at 
fixed points x~.. in ~d, d ~> 1, which are supposed to fall on an equidistant grid in 
[0, 1] d. This grid corresponds to the "pixels" on which the image is sampled. Then the 
two-region regression model is 
Yi,, = Cn + AnI{xi,n ~ B.} + e.i,., 
6. = IA.[ > O, 
1 <~i<~n, B .c  [0,1] a, 
(1.1) 
where the plateau set B. which may change with n is to be estimated. Each plateau set 
defines apartition of [0, 1] d into B. and B. ¢, which correspond to the two regions of the 
two-region imaye. The contaminating errors ei,. are assumed to be i.i.d, with zero 
expectation and finite variance, Eei,.= O, Ee2. = ~2. Of major interest in the follow- 
ing will be the case where the jump sizes satisfy 6. ~ 0, i.e., where the two levels 
assumed by the regression function are contiguous. This corresponds to the situation 
of a faint signal (corresponding to a small change across the boundary relative to the 
noise) and is of particular interest for the difficult problem of detecting edges in images 
contaminated with high levels of noise. 
The idea for estimating B. is to maximize a weighted istance statistic over a set, 
,~¢., of candidate plateau sets A.. We propose the statistic 
T.(A.) = [2(A.)2(AC.)]I/2[(2.(A.))-~ Yi, n - - (2n(AC)) - I  E Yi,.]. (1.2) 
xl.n~A n Xi, n~A c 
Here, 2(.) denotes Lebesgue measure in ~d, and 2. denotes the uniform measure 
over the grid points, assigning mass 1 at each grid point x~,.. The proposed estimator 
is then 
/3. = argmax[ T.(A.)I. (1.3) 
hn~.4  n
For a heuristic motivation of these statistics, consider the partial sum process 
S.(A) = E ~,,., A = [0, I ]  ~, 
XLnEA 
and empirical sums 
X. = c.2. + A.2.(. c~B) + S. 
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with arguments A c [0, 1] a. The nuisance parameter 
considering 
X.(A) X.(A ¢) 
T*. (A)-  ~ )~.(A~) - A . I~ , (A)  + W,(A). 
where 
c. is cancelled out when 
2,(A~B) )~,(ACnB) 
re(A) - ;~.(A) ;t.(A o) 
is a trend and the noise process 
S.(A) S.(A c) 
W.(A) - ;~.(A) )..(A c) 
converges asymptotically according to 
.,/.W.(A) W(A) W(A o) 
).(A~ + fi4A c) 
1 
-= [W(A) - 2(A)W([0, 1]")], £(A)2(A c) 
where W(-) is a standard Brownian motion. 
The second factor on right-hand side is tied-down Brownian motion on [0, 1] ~, with 
var{W(A) - 2(A)W([0, 1]~)} = 2(A)2(AC). 
The trend ]fin ] is maximized when A = Bn or A = Bn ~ (see Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2) and the 
noise in the error process can be stabilized with a factor [2(A)2(A¢)] 1/2. This leads to 
the statistic T, (see Eq. (1.2)) and our analysis of the estimate /~n (see (1.3)) consists 
essentially in deriving the asymptotic fluctuations of Tn in a neighborhood of B,; see 
Theorem 2.1. Along the way, some consistency results for /~n are encountered. The 
metric on the set space used to define the concept of neighborhood is Lebesgue 
measure of symmetric difference, 
d(A, B) = 2(A AB) = 2[(AnB~)u(A ~ c~B)]. 
We show that for a suitably stabilized version of the symmetric difference/~.A B. as 
argument, the normalized T,,-process converges to a set-indexed Brownian motion 
1 
Z(C)= -~2(C)+aW(C) ,  Cc~,  
if 6. -~ 0. For the one-dimensional case (d = l), the drift term of the limit process 
assumes the well-known triangular form, and the stochastic term is two-sided 
Brownian motion. A technical difficulty in achieving a result of this type for d > 1 is 
the necessary stabilization in the limit of the difference sets A.\B.  and B. \A.  and of 
intersections of such sets, which is required to obtain a meaningful asymptotic 
covariance structure. We approach this problem by representing A.AB.  as the image 
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of a map ~p, which maps fixed sets in a set space :~o contained in subsets of [0, M] d for 
a M > 0 onto special candidate plateau sets in ~',; ,~0 is endowed with the 
pseudometric of symmetric difference and is required to be totally bounded with 
inclusion and convergent entropy integral. 
A similar result for the case of a fixed jump size is given in Theorem 2.2. It is also 
shown that the maximizing argument for the process Z is unique with probability 
1 (Theorem 2.3). Preliminary auxiliary and consistency results are in Section 3. The 
proofs for the main results are compiled in Section 4. 
2. Weak convergence of a stochastic process indexed by plateau sets 
In this section we introduce notation and assumptions and state our main results 
within the framework of model (A 1). Indices n are omitted whenever feasible. Regard- 
ing the sequence An of jump sizes, we distinguish the two cases: 
(AI) (Contiguous jump case). The jump sizes 6, = IA.I satisfy fin ~0,  n6 2 ~ ~ as 
n ~ ~:; and 
(AI') (Fixed jump case). 6, = 6 = IA[ > 0 is constant. 
Let ~ be the Borel sets in [-0, 1] a and let ,4, c ~, see (1.3). Denote the set of all 
possible candidate plateau sets by ,4 = 0,~/~. It is clear that we need to restrict ~4, 
since discrimination between different plateau sets gets more difficult as the number of 
possible plateau sets considered increases. 
We require that all candidate plateau sets, which include B,, stay away uniformly 
from the empty set 0 or the full cube [0, 1]~; this is necessary in order to avoid 
boundary effects: 
(A2) B, ~ ,~¢, c ~4. 
1 (A3) There exists an q with 0 < r /<2 and q ~< infa~j2(A) ~< SUpa~/2(A) ~< 1 -- q. 
It is easy to see that in a finite sample situation, plateau sets which enclose the same 
set of grid points x~., cannot be distinguished. We therefore need to single out 
a representative element for each equivalence class of plateau sets which contain the 
same x~,,. Our corresponding requirement is that A, (and therefore also B,) are 
anchored on the grid of n (= k ~ for some integer k) cubes E~., satisfying 
• )~(Ei,n) = n 1, [0, 1] d = U El ,n ,  and xi.. E El, n. 
i=1 
For any set F c [0, 1] a, define the outer approximation 
r ;=  U E,.,,. 
i:Ei..r~F ¢ 0 
The anchoring requirement is 
(A4) An = (A.)ff for all A. ~ .~¢n (including Bn). 
(2.1) 
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By assuming (A4) in analogy to the usual approach taken for the case d = 1, we 
postulate that the plateau set to be estimated, B,, is anchored on the grid of n cubes 
and therefore necessarily changing with n. We could for example consider a sequence 
B, generated by anchoring a fixed set B successively on the grid of n cubes, B, = (B) + . 
As the equivalent sets B, or B~, cannot be distinguished by test statistic (1.2), an 
identifiability condition is required. The following condition singles out one of either 
B, or B~. 
(A5) For any sequence A,, E ,q/,, inf inf 2(FAA~,) > 0. 
This condition together with (A2) singles out B, as target (for convenience). No 
practical restriction is incurred. 
For weak convergence of a relevant sequence of stochastic processes to a limit 
process we need additional assumptions. The main problem is to stabilize the 
differences/),,AB, in a suitable way. For this purpose, select an arbitrary constant 
M > 0. We work with the Md6Z 2 equivolume cubes D~., of volume 602, which partition 
[0, M] d. The outer approximation of a set C e -K~, where .~t  denotes the collection 
of Borel sets on [0, M] ~, by these cubes is 
ft,(C) = ~) D,.,. (2.2) 
Di.n~C #0 
Further, let ~p. be a 1-1 map which maps the cubes {D~..} forming a partition of 
[0, M] ~ onto a subset of the cubes {E~,.} forming a partition of [0, 1]~; as the former 
partition consists of Mdb. 2 cubes while the latter consists of n cubes, such a sequence 
of maps can be constructed for sufficiently large n according to (A1) and (AI'). 
Note that for any set C ~ ;~. with C = ¢.(C). one has 
2(~p,(C)) = n 16, 22(C). (2.3) 
For two such sets C1, C2 with C1 = G.(C1), C2 = G,(C2), one has 
q~,(C1 r~C2) = q~,(C1) c~q0,(C2), (2.4) 
as the mapping q0, is 1 1. 
Consider now a subspace /do c ~M equipped with the pseudometric 
d(C~, C2) = 2(CIA C2). We assume that all sets C ~ .~o are rect!fiable in the sense that 
,i(CA¢,(C)) = Oib,~'~), (2.5) 
in view of the volume of the cubes D~., which is 6, 2. This corresponds to the following 
requirement for the perimeter set ,~(C), compare Carlstein and Krishnamoorthy 
(1992), of a set C ~,~o: 
(A6) sup { #(~(C))} = O(6, -2~a 1}/a), 
(?~ ;% 
where ,~(C)= [Di.,: Di . ,~C # O, Di.,c~C c =A 0}, and #.¢(C) denotes the count of 
such sets D,.,. One obtains condition (A6) when dividing the volume of the perimeter 
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set given in (2.5) by the volume of the individual cubes Di,,. Note that (A6) implies in 
particular that 2(~,,(C)) ~ 2(C) uniformly for all C ~ ~o- 
A further requirement is 
(A7) ,~o satisfies total boundedness with inclusion and has a convergent entropy 
integral. 
This means that the collection of sets ~o with pseudometric d(Bx, B2)  = 2(B1AB2) 
has the following properties, see Alexander and Pyke (1986) and Pyke (1983): 
(i) Total boundedness with inclusion. For every e > 0 there exists a finite collection 
~'(e) c ~o such that for any B ~ ~o, there exist A1, A2 ~ ~'(e) with A1 c B c A 2 and 
2(AIAA2) <<, e. 
(ii) Convergent entropy integral. The minimum number of pairs A~, Az required to 
satisfy property (i), denoted by Nffe), satisfies ~o { e- l l°g Nffe)} 1/2 de < oo. 
The following distribution result pertains to sequences A, ~ ~', which allow the 
representation 
A,AB,  = ~o,(O,(C)), A~,c~B, = ~p,(ff,(C1)), A,c~B~ = ~p,(~9,(C2)), (2.6) 
for C1, Cz, C ~ ~o with C~ ~C2 = 0, C1 wC2 = C, for all n. 
Define now the sequence of set-indexed stochastic processes 
Z,(C) = (n6,)[2(B,)2(B])] 1/z [[ T,(B,.Aq~,(tp,(C)))[ - I T,(B,)I] 
on ~o, where dependence on M is not shown. Denote weak convergence on the 
function space ~(~o) of continuous functions ~o ~ [~ endowed with the sup norm 
by ~.  
Theorem 2.1. (Contiguous jump case). Under (A1) (A7), we have 
Z, ~Z,  
where 
1 Z = cW - ~2, 
and W denotes et-indexed Brownian motion on ~o. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
For the fixed jump case, i.e., when assumption (A1) is replaced by (AI'), we define for 
sets C1,C2 ~ Mo with C1 c~C2 = 0, Ca •C2 = C the processes 
Un(C1, C2) = n6[I T.(B.A¢.(O.(C1 wC2)))l - I T.(B.)I] 
and 
w.(G,  c2) = Z e,,. + Z ( -  e,,.). 
Theorem 2.2 (Fixed jump case). Under (A1), (A2'), (A3)-(A7), we have 
Un(C1, C2) ~ (~Wn(C1, C2) - ½~2~(C) --J- 0(1), (2.9) 
fo r  C1, C 2 E ~o.  
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We state a property of the limiting process Z of (2.8) that may be of some interest 
and apparently has not yet been established. 
Theorem 2.3. The process Z of(2.8) has a unique maximizer on ~o with probability 1. 
Proofs of Theorems 2.1-2.3 are in Section 4. It can be checked that Theorem 2.3 
implies that the argmax functional is a continuous mapping from ~(:~o) endowed 
with the sup norm of :~o. 
The following discussion is heuristic. Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 suggest that the asymp- 
totic distribution of estimated plateau sets can be approximated by the distribution 
of the argmax of the process Z. For a result like 
qO n I (Bn~Bn)  ~ arg max {aW(C) - 1 ~/.(C)}, (2.10) 
C~.~ o 
to be defined appropriately for sufficiently large M > 0, necessary requirements would 
be 2(B,AB~)=Op(n x6~2) and that there exists a set C e~o,  such that 
B,/~B, = (p,(O,(C)). For the one-dimensional case, analogous results are well known, 
see Bhattacharya and Brockwell (1976). 
3. Auxiliary results 
Throughout the remainder of the paper, we use the abbreviations 
p(A)  = [~(A),~(AC)] 1/2, AB = Ac~B, 
S,(A) = ~ c,,,, and R(A) -- p(A){(Z,(A))-ISn(A) -(2n(A¢))-1Sn(AC)}, 
xi.,,~A 
for any sets A, B E :~. 
The following two auxiliary results are required for proofs and motivation of the 
proposed statistic T,. 
Lemma 3.1. For any sets A, B ~ ~, 
. . . . . . . . . .  1/2]2(AB) Z(ACB) 
/~tA;/,(A )d [ 2~ 2(A c) <<" [f'~(B)A(BC)]I~2" (3.1) 
Proof. Follows from the covariance inequality 
I2(AB) - ,~(A)A(B)I 2 ~< A(A)2(AgA(B)A(B% [] (3.2) 
Lemma 3.2. Let A, B ~ ~. Then 
[2(AB)-- 2(A)2(B)I + 22(AB)2(A¢B~)[2(A~B) + Z(AB¢)] 
<~ [2(A)2(AC)2(B)Z(BC)] 1/2. (3.3) 
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Proof. Let nonnegative constants a, b, c, d satisfy a + b + c + d = 1. Then it is easy to 
check that 
(a + d)(b + c)(b + d)(a + c) >~ cd(a + b) + (cd - ab) 2. (3.4) 
Let Q = [(a + d)(b + c)(b + d)(a + c)] ~/2 - Icd - abl, (~ = [(a + d)(b + c)(b + d) 
(a + c)] 1/2 + Icd - abl, and observe QO >>- cd(a + b). Let 2(A) = a + d, 2(B) = b + d, 
2(AB) = d, 2(A~B ~) = c. Then 
1 Q = x/2(A)2(A~)2(B)2(B ~) + I2(AB) - 2(A)2(B)I <<. 
1 in view of the fact that x(1 - x) ~< ~ on [0, 1] and by (3.2). Therefore Q >~ 2cd(a + b) 
which completes the proof. [] 
Another auxiliary result concerns the approximation of the number of cubes 
/~i c A, falling inside a set A, given a partition of ~a into cubes/~i. The bound on this 
approximation is provided by counting the number of cubes/~ in the "perimeter set" 
~(A)  of A, defined in (A6). The simple proof is omitted. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be any Lebesgue measurable subset of Nd which has nonzero 
Lebesgue measure 2(A) > 0. Let {/~i}, i >~ 1, be a partition ofR ~ into cubes of identical 
volume, where sets ff~i are cubes of the fi~rm [lj = 1 Iji, with intervals Ij~ of equal length. 
Then 
)~(A) 
,i(/~) - -  - # {i: Ei c A} ~< # {i: ff~ifsA 71= O, F. i~A c 5/= 0}. (3.5) 
For the proof  of Theorem 2.1, we use the following Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, the first of 
which gives a representation of the test statistic T, evaluated at a set A, with respect o 
a second set B. 
Lemma 3.4. Let sets A, B ~ ~ be given. Then 
,,,f)o,(AB) 2,(ACB)~ A 
T,(A) = p(A)~ ~ 2,(A¢) j , + R(A). (3.6) 
Proof. 
Xl,nEA Xi,n~A c
= p(A){2;a(A) ~ [c, + A,I(xi., e B)] 
xi,n~A 
- 22'(A c) ~ [c, + A,I(xi., e B)]} + R(A), 
Xl.n~A c
whence the result follows. []  
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Lemma 3.5. For any sequence A, e ~;/,, an), 7 > 0 and sufficiently large n, it holds with 
probability 1 - 7 that 
2(A.B,,) 2~.1  
[T"(An)t=P(A')  ),(A,) ).(A~,) ~" 
[ [-2(A,B,,) 2(A~,B.)~} 
+ R(A,,)sign~A.| ~ . (3.7) 
( L /.(A,~ 2(A~) J 
Proof. Note that by (A3), 0 < i 1 ~ .~(A.) ~ l - ~7 < l, and the law of large numbers 
then implies (see (A4)): 
P 
R(A,) ~0 as 17~ ~. (3.8) 
By Lemma 3.4, one obtains for large n expression (3.7) with 2 everywhere r placed by 
),,, and the fact that )~,(A,B,)/2,(A,) = 2(A,B,)/2(A,) completes the proof. [] 
From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5 we expect hat/~, is close to B,, since the leading term in 
(3.7), the first term on the right-hand side is continuous in sets A, with respect o the 
pseudometric d, and is maximized by B,, according to (3.1). 
A consistency result is 
Lemma 3.6. I f  in addition to (A1) or (AI') and (A2)-(A5) it holds that 
sup (2,(A)) 1S,(A) = Op(~,), (3.9) 
A E/,~ 
for a sequence ~,, --* O, then 
2(B,/~B,) = Op . (3.10) 
Proof. Note that by (3.8), (3.9) and Lemma 3.5, 
{ )~(/~EB,) ,:~(/~B,) } 
I T , (B , ) l - I Tn(B , ) l=6 ,  p (B , ) -p (B , )  ).(B,,) )-(/~,~) I -t'-Op(~n)" 
(3.11) 
Observing )~(AB) - 2(A),~(B) = 2(AB)2(A ~) - 2(A)2(A¢B), (A2), (A3) and (A5), and 
using (3.3) and (3.11) for A =/~,,, B = B,, one finds that 
I T.(B.)I - I T.(/~.)I >~ 76.2(B.AB.) + Op(~,,) 
for a constant 7 > 0. Since I T.(/~.)I ~> IT,,(B.)[, (3.11) follows. [] 
The rate of convergence :(./6. which is achievable in (3.10) depends on the size of 
classes ,~/. and corresponding uniform laws for partial sums indexed over these 
classes. An example involving coarsening of the pixels is as follows: Considering 
partitions of [0, 1] d into m. cubes (Gi.,,), 1 <~j <<. m.. assume that for all A. e .q/,,. 
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A + A, = ( ,)m., where this stands for the outer approximation of A, by cubes Gj.,. Then 
results of Mfiller and Stadtmiiller (1987) can be adapted for more details, see Mfiller 
and Song (1994) - to show that in this setting, 
~, = [(m, log n)/n] 1/2. 
Consistency is achieved if m, is such that 
(m, log n)/n62 ~ 0 as n --* ~. 
4. Proofs of Theorems 2.1-2.3 
We use the notations introduced at the beginning of Section 3 plus 
~(A) = [2(A)/2(A~)] '/2. 
Set 
A, = B,Aqg,(~9,(C)) 
and consider the difference between A, and B,: By definition. 
,~(A,A B,) = ,~(~o,(q,,(C))) = n - '  6,  2,~,(~,,(C)) = O(n- '6 ,  2). (4.1) 
Since A, is obtained given B, and C, we may define the sequence of modified processes 
V,(C) = nb,p(B , ) [T , (A , )  - T,(B,)] ,  C ~ ~o. (4.2) 
The two main steps in the proof of Theorem 2.1 are 
Lemma 4.1. In the contiguous case with 6, ~ 0 (A2), 
EV,(C) -~ - ½2(C), uniformly in C ~ ~o. (4.3) 
Lemma 4.2. In the contiguous case with 6, ~ 0 (A2), 
V, (C) -  EV,(C) =~ aW(C)  on ~(~o). (4.4) 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Observe that 
E{ Vn(C) } = nbZ p(B,) [~(A~,)2(AnBn) - ~(An)2(A~,B,) - p(B,) ] 
= nbZ~p(B,){ [z(A,]) -- z(B~,)]J.(B,) + [-- p(B,)] -12(A~B.)  
+[{p(B,)} -1 -{p(A . )}  I]2(A~CB,)} 
= I + I I  + I I I .  (4.5) 
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Note that the function h(x)= [ (1 -  x) /x]  1/2 satisfies h ~ ~( [ t / ,  1 -  ~/]), where 
0 < q < ½ is the same constant as in (A3). Applying a Taylor expansion for h around 
x = 2(B.), we obtain 
I = n f2p(B . ) )L (B . ){ -  ½[p(B. )2(B. ) ]  1 [2(A.) - )o(B.)] 
+ ½h(2)(~)[.~.(An) -- . , t (Bn)]  2 } = 11 + I 2 ,  
for some mean value ~ between 2(A,,) and 2(B.), with Ih~21(~)[ ~< const, for all n. Noting 
that 
12(A.) -- 2(B.)[ ~< .~.(A.G B.), (4.6) 
we find by (A2) and (4.1) that, with o(.)  terms throughout this section being uniform 
on :~o, 
1121 = O(n l~n2 ) = o(1), 
so that 
1 2~ c I = -- yn6.  t z (A .B . )  - 2(A~.B.)} + o(1). (4.7) 
Further, observing 2(A~B.) ~< 2(A.AB.) and (4.1), 
I I I  = o(1). (4.8) 
Combining (4.5) (4.8), we obtain by (4.1) 
~nb2{2(A.B~) + ).(A~.Bn)} + o(1) E(V . (C I )  = - 
- 12(C) + o(1), uniformly in C ~ ~o,  
noting that 2(~.(C)) ~ 2(C) uniformly by (A6). [] 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. By Lemma 3.4, 
T. (A . )  - ET . (A . )  = n-  I [~(A~.)S.(A.) - ~(A. )S . (A~)}.  
Observing that S.(A) - S.(B) = S . (AB ~) - S.(A¢B), for any sets A, B, we obtain after 
some algebra 
Vo(C) - -EV . (C)  
= n~.p(B . ){  T.(A,,) - ET, ,(A.)  - [T.(B.) ET. (B . ) ]  } 
= n6.p(B. )n  i{ [z(B.) - v(A.)]S.(B~.) + Iv(A,]) - v(B~.)]S.(B.) 
+ [{p(A.)} ~ - {p(B . ) I -~] [S . (A .B~. )  - S.(ACB.)]  
+ p(B . ){S . (A .B~)  - S.(ACB.)})  
= I + I I  + I I I  + IV .  
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Using the function h defined in the proof of Lemma 4.1 and (4.6), we find with 
Taylor expansions of h around 2(B.) respectively 2(B. ~) that by the law of large 
numbers and by (4.1) 
III = O[np(B.)lf .htl~(~.)[2(Z.) -- 2(B.)]n 1S.(B.¢)I] 
= Op[n3 .p(B . )2 (A .AB. )n -  1/2] 
= Op(6~-ln -l/z) = op(1) 
by (A2). 
Analogously, IllI = Op(1). Note that by a Taylor expansion using (A3), we obtain 
with (4.6) and (4.1) 
[ {p(A.)} -1 -- {p(B.)}-l[ = O(12(A.) - 2(B.)[) = O(2(A.AB.)) = O(n- 16.-2); 
moreover, by (A3) and (4.1), using the uniform strong law of large numbers of Bass and 
Pyke (1984), 
S.(A.B~) - S.(AC.B.) = Op([n2(A.A B.)] ~/2 = Op(6~ 1), 
so that 
] I I I j=Op(n  13.2)=ov(1 ), 
and analogously for IV. Therefore, 
V.(C) - EV.(C) = 6.{S(A.B~) - S(A.~B.)} + op(1), 
so that by (A4), 
v . (c )  - EV . (C)  
( 
n6.~ E 2(A.B~,Ei..)e,.. + E )~(A~B.Ei..)(-- ei..) + %(1) 
i 
-- VI + VI I  + %(1). (4.9) 
Next, we show that both VI and VI I  converge to set-indexed Brownian motion 
W in :~o- By (2.6), A.B~. = ~p.(~b.(C2)), and accordingly, 
VI = nan ~ n-aa~-e2($.(Cz)~o~ l (E i , . ) )g i ,  . 
i 
= 6n 1 {~i[;~(~n(C2)q~nl(Ei.n))- ;~(C2~onl(gi, n))]~,,i.n 
+ Z2(c2~°"i l(Ei")lei'"} 
= VI I I  + IX.  
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Noting that 2(q~. 1(El,.)) = 2(D~,.) = 3 2 for some j, as 2(Ei,.) = n- 1, an application of 
(A6) yields #{ j :  Czc~D;,. # O, C~2c~Oj,. # 0} = O(3. 2(e ~/e), uniformly in C2, and 
var (V I I I )  <~ (6~ ~a) 2 ~ [2 (@n(Cz)D j .n )  -- , ) .(C2Dj.n) ] 2 
j :  C 2 ~D,.,, # O, C~c~Di., #0 
~< (62 1o)2(262)2 #{,/: C2~D.i,n # O, C¢2nDj,, # 0} = o(1) 
uniformly in C2, according to (A6). 
An application of Theorem 4.1 of Alexander and Pyke (1986) shows that 
IX=[ . ) , (D I .n ) ] -a /2E j , (CzD j ,  n)gj, n ~ oW(C2). 
J 
We conclude that 
VI ~ o 'W(C2)  , 
and analogously one shows that 
VI I  ~ aW(C I ) .  
Noting that VI, V I I  incorporate different e~,.'s and therefore are independent, it 
follows from (4.9) and the properties of set-valued Brownian motion that 
V. (C) -EV . (C)  ~ crW(C), (4.10) 
where C = ClvoC2 is as in (2.6). [] 
Note that Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 together imply 
V.(C) ~ -½2(C)  + aW(C) .  (4.11) 
It remains to extend this result to the sequence of processes Z.. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Observe that 
Z. (C)  = I V.(C) + n6.p(B . )T . (B . ) I  - In6, ,p(B.)T.(B.) I  (4.12) 
and 
n6.p(B. )Tn(B.)  = n62.(p(B.))2[1 + 621{S.(B.) , /2. (B.)  - SdB.)/.%(B.)~]c ~ c 
= n6~(p(B.))  2 [1 + Op(6~-in-1,,2)] 
= n62(p(B.))2[1 + op(1)] 
by (AlL Therefore, by (A1) and (A3), 
P 
n62(p(Bn)) 2 --* + oc. (4.13) 
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This together with (4.11) and (4.12) implies the results in the contiguous case with 
6, ~ 0 (A2). 
In the fixed jump size case where 6, = 6 and (A2') holds, define U,(C1, C2) = V,(C) 
as in (4.2), setting A,B~, = ~p(@,(C2)), A~B, = ~o(~,(C1)). Lemma 4.1 still holds with 
a factor 6 on the right-hand side of (4.3); Lemma 4.2 needs to be modified. As before, 
one shows that analogous to (4.9) one obtains in this case 
~f"(CI'C2)-EU"(CI'C2)=n6{~i ) (A"B~Ei'")ei'"+~"2(AC"B"Ei'")(-~i'")}i 
6{~ ~(~p (~ (C ))E ) = A n n 2 i,n g'i,n 
~- E F'i'n) } 
= 6W,(C1, Cz). (4.14) 
Observing that (4.13) still holds, the rest of the proof follows as above. [] 
We conclude with the proof of Theorem 2.3. A different proof for the ordinary 
Brownian motion with drift was given in Bhattacharya and Brockwell (1976). 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Assume that G1, G 2 ~ ~o([0, M] d) are different maximizing 
arguments of the process Z(.); this means that Z(Gx) = Z(G2) and 
~(G1/k Gz) = )~(G]G2) + ;t(G1G~) > O. 
Assume that 2(G1G~) > 0 without loss of generality. Choosing a, = n- 1, according to 
(A7), there exists a finite collection of sets ~,  which is independent ofG1, G:, such that 
we find FI,,F2, e ~,  with F1, c G1G~ ~ Fzn and 2(F1,AFz,) <<, a,. Choosing n large 
enough, we conclude that 2(F1,) ~> 2(GIG~2)/2; set F1 = F1, for any such n. We then 
have 2(F1) > 0, and F1 c GIG~2. 
Note that the additivity property of Brownian motion on Nd, and the maximizing 
property of G1, G2 imply that 
GE,~ o, G ~F~ [. G~.~ o, G cF~ 
Therefore, 
P(Z(G1) = Z(G2)) = P(Z(F1) = O) = O, 
as 2(F1) > 0, which implies that Z(F1) is a continuous random variable. It follows for 
N = {co ~ (2: different maximizers exist for Z(-, co) on ~o} that 
N ~ ~) U {Z(F1,)=0}. 
n = 1 F I .~ .  ~ 
As P(Z(F1,) = 0)) = 0, this implies P(N) = O. [] 
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